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Item 6: Universal Periodic Review: Egypt 
Speaker: British Humanist Association Representative, Tallulah Gordon  1

 
We call upon Egypt to take up recommendations made by member states that it 
increases efforts to ensure respect for freedom of religion or belief,  including by 
removing reference to religion from national identity cards.   2

 
We are concerned by a series of persecutory measures taken by the Egyptian 
Government since 2014 against the non-religious, described by The New York Times as 
Egypt’s ‘war on atheism’.  In 2018, a bill proposed by Egyptian lawmakers sought to 3

criminalise atheism as a form of ‘contempt of religion’, punishable by up to five years in 
prison.  This proposal took place in the context of increasing arrests and sentences 4

made for blasphemy, a proliferation of incidents of intimidation and harassment by the 
government towards atheists, and the launching of a ‘re-education’ and media 
campaign intended to ‘eradicate atheism’ from the country.  These measures severely 5

threaten the freedom of religion or belief of Egypt’s non-religious. According to Human 
Rights Watch, atheists now comprise one of Egypt’s least protected minorities.   6

 
As highlighted by member states, Egypt currently requires the religion of citizens to be 
listed on their national identity cards. This requirement exposes religious minorities to 
discrimination, including in employment. We welcome the proposal made by an Egyptian 
Member of Parliament in 2018 that this be removed,  and call for this to be enacted 7

presently.  
 
We call on Egypt to follow its obligations under the UDHR and International Covenant of 
Civil and Political Rights and immediately end its campaign of persecution against the 
non-religious, including by releasing all individuals convicted of blasphemy.  
 
Thank you.  
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